The Top 6 Reasons
Why Scott Rose
Is The Perfect Television Host
(Hint:  Apple Computer already knows)
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Out of all the
professional hosts
in the nation, only
one of them has
been chosen by
Apple Computer to
represent them at
all of their events
worldwide. And
that host is Scott
Rose. Why has Apple
Computer placed
their complete trust
in Scott Rose for the
last 6 years? And more
importantly, how will
those traits make
Scott Rose the ideal
host for reality shows,
game shows, and
talk shows?

Scott Rose
(323) 935-7148
scott@scottrose.tv
www.scottrose.tv

Scott Can Go From Zero To Expert In
No Time. Due to Apple Computer’s
infamous secrecy, Scott Rose is given less than
24 hours to memorize & prepare 30-minute
speeches on brand new products that NOBODY,
including him, has ever seen before. Then, Scott
must stand up in front of 100,000 people and
appear as if he is a true expert on the product,
plus be able to intelligently answer questions from
the audience. This ability to gather an incredible
amount of new information quickly, plus come
across as an expert on that information, is one of
Scott’s best talents. It requires Scott to combine
his skills of public speaking, acting, improvisation,
and computer expertise for Apple’s mission critical
presentations. You can watch a 2-minute clip of
Scott doing these astounding speeches for Apple
Computer at www.scottrose.tv.
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Scott Rose Stands Out. Have you ever
met someone who lights up a room as
soon as they walk into it? Someone who makes
a lasting impression on you long after they’ve
left? Scott Rose is one of those people, prompting
the producers of the HBO ﬁlm “High Voltage”
to expand an entire character speciﬁcally for
him— from one line to 20 full pages—based
on his outstanding audition. You can read the full
news article about this amazing turn of events at
www.scottrose.tv. Scott Rose stands out amongst
his peers as a trail-blazer and a risk-taker.
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Scott Is Able To Think On His Feet.
An alumni of Improv Olympic’s renowned
improvisation training center, Scott’s top trait is
the ability to deliver outstanding performances
without planning or preparation. These ﬁnelycrafted instincts can do everything from
creating an awesome interview to saving the
day when something goes wrong on live TV.
Better yet, Scott has been able to cash in on his
extraordinary ability to think quickly by becoming
the grand champion on 4 different game shows,
accumulating over $50,000 in cash & prizes.
(Video clips available at www.scottrose.tv.)
You too can cash in on Scott’s instincts when
he hosts television shows!
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Scott is Constantly Performing
& Training. Scott Rose improves his
skills on a daily basis by continuously training
& performing in a wide variety of venues.
Currently, Scott performs with 3 different improv
comedy teams at Improv Olympic in Hollywood,
where you can catch him performing in live
shows several times per week. For his current
performance schedule, simply visit his website at
www.scottrose.tv. Scott is also working on his oneman show, a sneak preview of which you can catch
in April 2004 at Improv Olympic.
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Scott Has Limitless Enthusiasm.
The one intangible, untrainable,
indispensable quality that is a must for every
professional performer is enthusiasm. Scott
Rose’s genuine passion comes across vividly on
camera, and it ﬁlls viewers with a sense of energy,
excitement, and well-being.
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Scott Rose looks like Clay Aiken
from American Idol. Although at ﬁrst
glance this may seem like a silly thing, this is
actually a gigantic boon to Scott’s future success.
Studies have shown that people who resemble
well-loved celebrities are more likely to have a
prosperous outcome on everything they do in life,
because other people transfer their positive feelings
for the celebrity onto the person who resembles the
celebrity. You can watch a 3-minute news clip of
this phenomenon as the general public falls headover-heels for Scott Rose (because they believe that
he is Clay Aiken) at www.scottrose.tv.

10% Commission Coupon
Represent Scott Rose, and you
will be rewarded with 10% of
Scott’s future earnings!
For more details on Scott Rose, visit
www.scottrose.tv
or call 323-935-7148.

